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This paper has served as the 1988 midpoint-review of a
rigorous ongoing investigation into Brain-and-Intelligence.
This project has been guided by the notion that having a
coherent set of well-defined theories is just as important as the
related labwork, and that theoretical progress requires attention
to detail — especially the micro-detail, and with some
emphasis on explaining anomalous findings. That has led to
(i) building upon Piaget’s account of intellectual development
(based on biological and Darwinian mechanisms); (ii) using
interdisciplinary knowledge to “redesign” plausible biological
mechanisms apparently-capable of achieving such self-education tasks unaided; and (iii) exploring the theoretical consequences of such mechanisms — some of them branching into
other disciplines such as embryology.
That has meant swimming against the empiricist tide which
dominated science for much of the twentieth century; but it is
interesting to note that other theorists who emerge from that
empiricist tide, have occasionally come to similar conclusions
via different lines of reasoning. E.g. compare: ♦This paper’s
interest in infrared stemmed from earlier arguments based on
molecular energy levels and myelin geometry (and hence it
48–51
cites findings of bio-emissions
merely as supporting evidence, without inquiring any further) — whereas ♦Other invest-

igators such as vanWijk (2001 and earlier)
started from the
bio-emissions and developed their theory on that basis instead,
with no thought of myelin geometry. (And both works cite the
48
same 1978/79 book for some of their evidence).
It may be useful to note that two parallel streams of study
have emerged during this project, and these will tend to interest two different types of audience. • Firstly there is the
30,{58}
obvious field of Piagetian Psychology and Epistemology.
• The second stream began by using an ensemble of Physiology/Physics/Infotech concepts to find technically-plausible
micromechanisms for the storage and retrieval involved in the
30,{58,59,60(ch8)}
above-mentioned advanced human thought,
—
in contrast to the textbook accounts which still offer no
comprehensive account of plausible micro-management of
detail. However it was then necessary to go further to cope
with some resulting logistical complications in intercommunic{61–63}
{60(ch7), 64}
ation,
and in growth-control,
etc.
The current text served as a convenient summary for both
streams at “the end of the beginning” of this project, so it may
be a useful starting-point for those investigating its arguments.
R.R.Traill,
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Abstract Knowledge-growth in science apparently requires a proper balance between two activities:
• experimentation and • the search for wide-ranging self-consistency. (The latter seems to have been
neglected and the present project aims to correct this imbalance). The case that the brain itself normally
uses the same two criteria is reviewed and accounts of possible mechanisms underlying such activity
are outlined. For this it is postulated that there is major quantum/digital information processing at the
molecular level and some signal transmission at infrared frequencies (multiplexing with traditional
millisecond “spikes” along nerve fibres). It is also shown that such an approach can account for some
hitherto unexplained features of mental activity, including retrieval, “storage”, teleology, sequencing,
control and decentralization within the brain.

A special need for speculation in brain studies
In disciplines such as brain studies, nature does not readily yield up all her secrets to the
experimental investigator, even in the long run. Of course, we do discover more details as
time goes by, but we have little control over what gaps remain in our knowledge because
such shortcomings are largely governed by the feasibility of this-or-that experiment. As one
prominent theorist put it, when discussing his molecular-level theory: “we are not aware of
any direct experiment which might have been done for this study”.1
Of the gaps left in this patchy overall picture, perhaps the main ones are at the two
extremes of scale: • our ignorance of the submolecular mechanisms and • our ignorance of the
overall “philosophy” of the design. Both questions are particularly difficult to probe if we
confine ourselves to conventional experimentation alone. So then, are we condemned to
perpetual ignorance on such matters?
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This raises basic questions of epistemology, the study of knowledge and its acquisition,
both for individuals and also for a society in its scientific progress. There has been a
longstanding philosophical battle as to whether experiment or rational-thought is the source
of this knowledge growth;2,3 but I shall take the view that both are needed together and in <173>A
about equal measure.4-6
It follows then that I am optimistic about making major progress in brain studies even if
experimental effort gives us nothing more than diminishing returns, provided that we can
find sufficiently rigorous ways of developing our understanding at a theoretical level. In this
speculative process, it is likely that we will get best results if we observe the following
guidelines:
(1) Postulate specific mechanisms as close to the micro end of the scale as possible. If the
resulting elements are sufficiently well defined, we may then be able to invoke the
“hard sciences” in our logical considerations, thus giving us much greater scope for
precision.
(2) Seek valid universal principles for the overall macro-organization; notably plausible
mechanisms and techniques for control and information flow, plus some explanation
for apparent teleology and purposiveness.
(3) Take account of the experimental findings in all relevant disciplines: simultaneously if
at all possible. This implies rigorous self-consistency and is related to the concepts
of “equilibration”,8 “closure” and “coherence”.3 (In practice, this seems to mean
asking awkward questions about possible mechanisms and suggesting new
mechanisms, whilst using “foreign” disciplines to veto many of the otherwise
unending theoretical possibilities.)
(4) Beware of any approximations which could lead to unwarranted extrapolations.
Technology legitimately abounds with such “near-enough” rules, but these can
sometimes be totally misleading in our search for rigorous theoretical solutions,
despite our lip-service recognition of the danger. [First, we can become careless
about keeping track of our underlying assumptions, especially in interdisciplinary
work (see the discussion about ref.7 and the two examples in Appendix A). But there
are also cases where an approximation can miss the whole point; for example, if we
idealize the orbit of Mercury to suit Newtonian physics.]
In passing, we might notice that Wei’s above-mentioned theoryl does fit this set of
criteria quite well, so arguably it deserves more attention than it has so far received.
However, this is not the occasion to pursue that question further.

Brain mechanism as seen from psychology
We have just considered epistemology at the social level. Now we will again encounter the
same sort of knowledge-acquisition task, but as performed by the individual; and clearly it
is the brain that somehow provides the mechanism in this case.
Here the theory and research largely sterns from the works of Jean Piaget,8 leading to
such key concepts as:
Learning requires some sort of non-passive action from the learner (a sort of continual
experimental process); and

In learning (at least at the basic level), one tries to find mathematical “Group” properties
amongst one’s would-be concepts.5,8–10 This “equilibration” amounts to a process of theory
development.
[In both cases note the formal similarity to the social epistemological processes.]

A

“<181>” signifies “Here endeth the original page 181” — etc.
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Piaget himself says nothing at allB about possible underlying material mechanisms, but
this question has been tackled speculatively elsewhere.11–13
In the latter accounts, Piaget’ s element of concept formation, the “scheme”, was assumed <174>
to have physical embodiments; and it was tentatively suggested that there were
DNA/RNA-like linear encodings, bearing in mind such work as Hydén.14
Furthermore it was postulated that there was a many-to-one relationship: with a
coordinated large population of similar linear encodings corresponding to one item of
effective “memory”, as in genetics or immunology. [This contrasts to computer encoding
where the storage is still as linear codes, but only one per item of memory if we ignore such
things as parity checks.]
This mass population of ultra-micro encodings seemed to offer several advantages over
the early post-war idea about what the unit of thought encoding must be. The prevailing view
was that the fundamental unit was either the whole “neuron” nerve cell,15-17 or else its
synapses (input terminals from other neurons).18 [Theorists were often careful to talk of the
“formal neuron”, which need not necessarily correspond to the actual neuron. Hebb, for
instance, was quite happy to concede that this formal neuron could actually be a
submolecular mechanism (personal communication, 1977).]

Linear molecule versus neuron model
Some advantages of the linear molecule model over the traditional neuron model are now
outlined.C
Physically linear organization “in strings” implies a preferred sequence of action. It
largely solves the ever-present problem of “What do I do next?” Note that such default
sequencing greatly simplifies organization and control within computers and evidently in
genetic encoding also.19
Some aspects of “memory” or intelligence are inherited ready-made as “reflexes”,
whether or not they survive through infancy.20 This inheritance would be much easier to
understand if the underlying coding were embodied directly in RNA-like molecules rather
than in some sort of subsequent “wiring up” between nerve cells.
At maturity, neurons become incapable of dividing. This loss of mitosis is compatible
with their chromosomes becoming involved in some other coding function.D
The decentralized “large population” hypothesis makes it easier to understand why there
is comparatively little loss of mental ability despite extensive brain ablations.21,22

B

Nearly true but not quite. Piaget did briefly raise the question of physical embodiment — in his book
“Biology and Knowledge” (1967), as later detailed in Traill (2008: http://www.ondwelle.com/OSM02.pdf ).{58}
However that was a rare departure, accompanied by an admission that this was outside his area of
expertise. In short, he seems to have offered no definite suggestions or opinions about this matter.

C

For an early discussion of this comparison, see my 1975 letter to N.E.Wetherick (Traill, 1976/2007,
Ch.III: http://www.ondwelle.com/OSM06.pdf ).{59} The most recent discussion is in Traill (2008), loc.cit.B.

D

This loose speculation implying a new role for supposedly-idle DNA is probably superfluous, because
there is now a much stronger case for seeing RNA in this memory-embodiment role: (Traill, 2008).B
That is fortunate because some new complications have meanwhile arisen concerning neuron mitosis:
[The supposed inability-to-divide was almost universally believed in 1988 when this paper was
published; and technically this “mitosis-ban” may still be true despite the later findings that some
neurons can be replaced, (Nottebohm, 2002).{65} The key question here is: “How are they replaced?” —
• “By the supposed division of adult neurons?” (which would tend to kill the “other coding function”
idea) • Or, as seems to be the case: “Via a sparse set of uncommited stem-cells” (which would probably
not affect the argument either way).]
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More importantly, the use of large numbers of micro-elements makes it feasible to
invoke trial-and-errorE on a grand scale, since we can then afford to “throw away” a large
proportion of failures. This is consistent with Piaget’s idea that trial actions of some sort will
always precede learning; and closely parallels the now-orthodox view in immunology that
the body contains a vast stock of trace-level antibody “keys” in case the relevant “lock”
should invade, even though most of these “keys” are never used by that individual.23,24 Of
course, it also parallels the much more wasteful Darwinian trial-and-error.
“Teleology” can be accounted for in all these trial-and-error models. Thus, in the case of
brain function, it seems plausible that we are constantly discarding the encodings for all sorts
of dubious actions and thoughts; and even our “forward thinking” has already passed
sufficient testing within our mental model of reality. However, for beings as complex as
humans, such activity must apparently be organized in a series of hierarchies so that
partial-truths may be saved as “subroutines” for future reference, (figuratively speaking).
See below regarding Ashby’s work.27

Other paradigms
Another psychology-oriented speculation was put forward by Pribram and his
colleagues,25,26 suggesting that Lashley’s non-localization of memory could be explained <175>
by some sort of hologram procedure. This suggestion was strongly criticized by Willshaw
et al.:7 but their criticism was based on their seemingly reasonable tacit assumption that any
such holograms would be using audio-frequencies. However, as we shall see below, such
assumptions are open to question, and indeed the Pribram proposal can be made into a useful
adjunct to the molecular-coding model. It does mean though that the Pribram model should
be re-cast at a much smaller scale, using a much higher frequency.
Another very useful paradigm is offered by Ashby.27 This approach shows how it is
possible to design adaptable and economical self-learning system, and Ashby makes the
case that nature does actually use this principle. Moreover, this approach to organizational
design has since been used commercially.28,29
On this model, it is possible in principle to describe a series of increasingly sophisticated
“intelligent” systems, be they natural or artificial. Such a series seems broadly compatible
with steps in the phylogenetic evolution of intelligence, but it also seems to accord with
Piaget’s developmental stages within the individual.13
It is, moreover, possible to use such concepts (together with others discussed here) to
suggest mechanisms for a whole range of psychological and psychopathological
phenomena.12,30 It is unlikely that an these suggestions will be wholly correct, but at least
they do offer potentially testable hypotheses, and that is probably an improvement over the
present unexplained “causal gaps” in accounting for the laws of psychology.20,31

Hard-science aspects
Given that there is a sophisticated chemical memory-storage system and that there is also an
electrical communication system along nerve fibres, what feasible interfaces could there
possibly be between these two media? In effect this means attempting a design task, using
existing psychological, biophysical and chemical laws as our “rule book” and “task
specification”.

E

This “trial-and-error” cliché is meant to imply undirected randomlike choice between possible courses
of action; — and that accords with standard usage amongst cyberneticians and computer-theorists.
Some readers have mistaken such use of the word “trial” as implying deliberate choice. Of course that
is sometimes valid, but not in the present type of context (here involving mindless Darwinian elements).
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In the nature of things, the finer points of this “specification” have to be gleaned from a
variety of different disciplines and in a way which is almost impossible to plan in advance.
One must simply try to piece together a montage based on whatever reasonably reliable and
precise observations are available. Such a procedure does not fit neatly into the usual
experimental paradigm, but eventually a coherent picture does emerge.
Moreover, some aspects turn out to be very similar to features of another independent
model in a different field of biology: communication between insects.32–34
Both models were prompted by some aspect of micro-anatomical geometry which lent
itself to the interpretation using non-trivial physics. Both analyses gave a more thorough
account of some communication phenomenon (though in quite different areas), and both
postulated laser-like infrared signals. In both cases, this approach has ultimately involved
visualizing the electrical phenomena in terms of the more general field-theory (and hence
Maxwellian optics) rather than just using the simplistic circuit-theory approximation.
[There has been comparatively little understanding of this “make-do” status of circuit
theory, even though the superiority of field-theory has long been on record: Heaviside35,
based on Maxwell36 and Rayleigh.37 Even in modern electrical engineering, there was some
neglect of this point until microwave technology became commonplace.38 Perhaps then we
should not be too surprised if circuit-theory is still the dominant approach in the biological
sciences.]
Anyhow, in this case such field-theory considerations amount to assessing the problem
in terms of fibre-optics, as follows. <176>

Clues to the infrared interpretation of nerve activity
Clue A: Waveguide considerations
A critical examination of existing explanations of “electrotonic” signal conduction down
myelinated nerve fibres. Myelin forms an insulating sheath around segments of the fibre,
with intersegment gaps ca1led “nodes of Ranvier”. Such sheaths stop the normal primitive
chain reaction along the membrane (except at the nodes), but instead they do make possible
a much faster mode of transmission: “saltatory conduction” of signals. This improvement is
traditionally explained in terms of resistance and capacitance as an “electrotonic”
phenomenon.39,40
However, the more rigorous analysis shows up an additional family of possible
solutions.41 In effect, this finding says that the myelinated fibre should be viewed as a micro
co-axial cable, capable of conducting electromagnetic waves in the infrared range (see
Appendix A):
This conclusion does not deny the simultaneous validity of the accepted “Kelvin cable”
solution as far as it goes, but it does deny that it is the only solution. We can then envisage
the nerve-fibre as capable of carrying a much greater baud rate than hitherto expected,
including a potentiality to multiplex various signals simultaneously (a feature which any
commercially viable fibre-optic system would now have).
The prediction of an infrared component also implies that any interface mechanisms
could be quite different from any previously sought, which brings us to another clue.
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Clue B: Quantum considerations in general
In retrospect, the most obvious clue lies in considering quantum frequencies. Any access to
transmittable messages encoded in RNA-like molecules would almost certainly involve
quantum jumps at same stage in the process. Moreover, one would expect to find their
wavelengths to be in the infrared range: in keeping with the organic energy-level transitions
which must surely be involved.
The underlying effects could be orthodox biochemical reactions involving electron
exchange, with energy jumps of about 0.5 to 1.3 eV.42 In terms of wavelength, this
corresponds to a range of about 2.5 to 1 µm, which puts it in the near infrared.
However, it is more likely that the primary effects would be associated with modes of
vibration within the molecular structure. Indeed, this is the very essence of infrared spectral
analysis as described, for instance, by Alpert et al.43 A more neurological account is given
by Sherebrin.44
Some of the spectral bands appear in nearly every organic sample, so it is questionable
whether they would be much use for selective signal channels. (For instance 3.6 µm for CH2;
or the OH bands at 3 and 7 µm). Commonly there is a comparatively absorption-free window
between 3.9 and 6.6 µm (although the 5 to 6.6 part is affected by aromatic compounds), so
maybe we should half expect any transmission to be in this region; and maybe we should look
for not-too-common chemical groups which do respond to such frequencies?
As for how such excitations could affect memory; that is discussed speculatively in detail
elsewhere,30 but includes the notion that such states might serve as variable operators or
“gates” affecting signal transmission along molecular paths. (Note the formal similarity to
the Hebbian theory mentioned above, but now on a much smaller scale.)
A further complication is that the spatio-temporal pattern is seen as all important here,
both for the signal volley itself and for the extended site which should selectively detect it. <177>

Clue C. Direct detection of infrared in unmyelinated nerves
Infrared radiation has been shown to emanate from active nerve fibres.45 True this work was
done using crustaceans, so the nerve fibres were unmyelinated; but this still shows that
infrared can exist in a form capable of signal transmission, even if we were to suppose that
it could not be used constructively until the evolution of myelin. [See Wei46,47 for discussion
of one likely cause of such radiation.]
Later work,48,49 has shown that coherent photon emission, from the infrared to
ultraviolet, is common in active tissue of many sorts, including cucumber! So there is ample
scope for such emissions to be used constructively by any species that can effectively detect
them. Indeed, Konev reported that yeast cells were able to synchronize their mitosis by
means of ultraviolet photons.50,51
Note that infrared is very heavily absorbed by aqueous solutions, so it is no easy task to
investigate it experimentally. Accordingly, we might expect a bias in the literature in favour
of detected visible and ultraviolet photons and against detection of infrared.

Clue D. “Insulation” of signal-channels
Nerve fibres are often close packed. If they are to avoid mutual signal interference, they need
to be “insulated” in a manner appropriate to the carrier frequency being used. For infrared
signals we might expect: (l) possibly some form of reflection enhancement to help keep
photons within the dielectric of their waveguides, see Appendix A; and (2) severe absorption
for any that escape: and note that aqueous solutions would be ideal for this purpose.
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Clue E. Size of waveguide cross-section
If nerve fibres are to serve as optical fibres, then they happen to be about the right size for
infrared wavelengths.41

Conclusion
Seeing is believing, but how much evidence is needed when seeing is impossible? And what
criteria should we apply to such theory-based support?
Looking at scientific method from the broader view of epistemology, one must question
whether even the simplest observation can be independent of theory. Indeed the pure
objective experiment appears as an unattainable will-o’-the-wisp. It is thus suggested that
overall self consistency should be the main criterion (encompassing both the theory and
what we loosely call “observation”). It follows that if we are to make progress when
observation is impossible, we may have to fall back on theoretical consistency alone.
Using such an approach, investigators in three separate areas have come to the same
general conclusion: that infrared plays an important role in biological communication. This
convergence, together with piecemeal experimental evidence, would seem to mutually
enhance the persuasive power of all three theories.33,1,41
Of these, the theory discussed41 here concludes that at least some myelinated
nerve-fibres can transmit signals in the infrared range, multiplexed with the traditional
millisecond pulses and perhaps even serving as carrier for them.
It is further argued that the basic encoders of memory are RNA/DNA-like molecules
(rather than synapses or whole neurons). Moreover, it is also suggested that these are not
like a tape recording, but rather the survivors of a large-scale selection process: a paradigm
which is already accepted for genetics and for immunology. <178>
Taken together with Ashby’s notions of hierarchical organization (and Piaget’s stages),
this appears to offer explanations for a number of mental phenomena.
I am grateful to Dr Charles Osborne for discussing the draft of this paper.

Appendix A: A sketch of the waveguide properties
Field theory approach
Once we accept the possibility of a field-theory/optics interpretation of nerve-fibre geometry
and function, there are abundant textbooks on the relevant coaxial waveguide theory. The
main problem is that it is not clear what reflection assistance, if any, might exist at the
dielectric boundaries. Cope52 has postulated superconductivity for mitochondrial surfaces;
and even if we take a less radical view, it is plausible that there might be (say) an abundance
of conjugated double-bonds at such boundaries, thus augmenting conductivity and therefore
reflectivity.
Even if there were only a simple two-substance interface, there would still be “total
internal reflection”: though in our present case we would expect considerable “tunnelling”
or “skin thickness” penetration across the boundary and therefore significant attenuation. On
another occasion it might be informative to calculate the signal loss in such cases, but that
will not be attempted here.53,54

Circuit theory approach
This will essentially entail approximations and hence carries the danger of producing
misleading conclusions (as mentioned above). Nevertheless, it is instructive to look briefly
at this approach, if only because the currently-accepted account lies partway down this path.
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The accepted view assumes: (i) that wavelength greatly exceeds transmission distance
(which might seem reasonable, but not if we are to consider the whole spectrum including
infrared); and (ii) that any inductance effects will be negligible. Given these assumptions,
conclusions are drawn from Kelvin’s formula for the capacitance of coaxial cable with inner
radius a, outer radius b and permittivity ε for its dielectric,55 rewritten in SI units as:
C/length = 2πε / [ln(b/a)]

(1)

Then, since capacitive leakage-conductance is given by ωC or 2πfC, the leakage will
rapidly kill off any attempt to transmit high-frequency signals.
In fact, this reasoning is only half valid, because the two above-mentioned assumptions
eventually break down i.e. when the frequencies become yet higher still, opening the way
to “far field” optical effects.
Moreover, if we use the inductive formula analogous to equation (1):
L/length = (µ/2π)[ln(b/a)]

(2)

then that entails a further assumption which begins to break down at this stage: (iii) that the
current is uniformly distributed through the two conducting media. In reality though, as the
frequency increases, there is an increasing intrusion of the “skin effect”.56 Because a proper
treatment of this phenomenon requires us to use the (rival) field theory, it now becomes
increasingly questionable whether circuit theory is really an appropriate approach for such
phenomena. Why not just accept-the rival formulation in the form of an optical approach (as
above)?
<179>
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